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abstract
The multi-phase flow mixing numerical model was used to simulate the influence of the end cover
on the rotor area on the flow characteristics and performance of the seawater desalination energy
recovery device under three structural designs. The pressure energy recovery efficiency, flow field
pressure distribution, and NaCl concentration distribution, high pressure inlet, and outlet differential pressure characteristics, and pressure pulsation characteristics of seawater desalination energy
recovery device were numerically simulated under different end caps covering rotor area and speed.
The results show that the area covered by the end face of the rotor plays an important role in the
recovery efficiency of the pressure energy. The effect of rotational speed on the recovery efficiency
of the pressure energy is not uniquely determined, but there is a rotational speed in which the rotor
speed is not suitable for the energy recovery efficiency. The higher the pressure difference between
the high pressure inlet and outlet of the energy recovery device, the lower the pressure energy
recovery efficiency. Considering the fluid-forming hydrostatic mechanical seal and system stability,
the design method of the structure a (single layer, area = 3,534.29 mm2) end cover covering the rotor
area is the optimal design among the three structures.
Keywords: End cap covering rotor area; Rotor speed; Energy recovery efficiency; Pressure fluctuation
at high pressure inlet and outlet; Numerical simulation

1. Introduction
Seawater is one of the most important resources.
Seawater utilization is considered as an important solution to the shortage of water resources in coastal countries
and regions. It is also an essential supplement and strategic reserve of water resources in coastal areas. At present,
the research of seawater desalination technology mainly
includes reverse osmosis, low-temperature multi-effect,
multistage flash evaporation, electrodialysis, pressure
steam distillation, dew point evaporation, hydropower co-
generation, hot-film co-generation, and the utilization of

river energy, solar energy, wind energy, tidal energy, and
so on. From the perspective of large classification, it can be
divided into two main classes: distillation (thermal method)
and membrane method, among which low-multi-effect distillation, multistage flash distillation and reverse osmosis
membrane method are the mainstream technologies in the
world [1–4]. Therefore, the research and development of
seawater utilization of new products, new processes, and
new technologies, conforming with sustainable development strategy were proposed.
By reviewing and analyzing related literature at home
and abroad, it can be found that reverse osmosis desalination
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technology has become the mainstream technology of
market choice because of its advantages of low energy consumption, low investment cost and high service life of the
equipment. In the reverse osmosis desalination system, the
high-pressure raw seawater still has higher high-pressure
energy (called high-pressure concentrated seawater) after it
passes through the reverse osmosis membrane. How to efficiently utilize the residual pressure energy in high-pressure
concentrated seawater and design a reasonable energy recovery device for seawater desalination is an important goal for
scientific researchers and enterprises at home and abroad to
tackle key problems in science and technology. At present,
the devices for utilizing the residual high-pressure energy
in desalination are called energy recovery devices or
pressure energy exchange devices. They mainly include
“self-transformation rotary energy exchange device,” “external drive rotary energy exchange device,” “power exchange
energy recovery device,” “pump-motor energy recovery
device” and “turbine,” pressure energy recovery device of
the supercharged pump, and so on [5–11]. Among them,
“rotary energy exchange device” has high efficiency of
pressure energy recovery, but its pressure energy recovery
technology has the characteristics of complexity and strict
technical confidentiality. There are few detailed research
materials published on core technical issues. Therefore,
structural design and process difficulty play an important
role in its energy conversion efficiency.
In recent years, domestic and foreign scholars have
adopted the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method
to explore more and more important issues in desalination
technology based on different turbulence models and twophase flow models. Mainly, Yang et al. [12] simulated the
desorption rate of CO2 in the actual seawater desalination
system and its influencing factors by establishing a mathematical model of CO2 chemical desorption in a multi-effect
evaporation desalination system. Xu et al. [13] used CFD
simulation and verification experiments to study the calculation theory of the rotor speed of a self-driven rotary energy
recovery device. Dimitriou et al. [14] presented an experimental comparison between two small-scale SWRO units
equipped with different energy recovery devices determine
to lower the specific energy consumption. Li et al [15] made
use of the response surface method to simulate a standard
seawater desalination system to optimize the membrane flux
of the desalination system. Qureshi and Zubair [16] investigated various energy recovery devices for a brackish water
reverse osmosis desalination unit based on second-law
analysis coupled with specific energy consumption calculations. They found the suggested second-law efficiency
with specific energy consumption with their product and
obtained a simple function of the permeate density and specific exergy. Liu et al. [17] used computational fluid dynamics to analyze the leakage characteristics of valve-controlled
seawater desalination energy recovery and explored the
relationship between leakage characteristics and efficiency
and performance. Qi et al. [18] used the combination of the
CFD method and experimental measurement to study the
internal leakage of the pilot-scale fluid switching energy
recovery device in the reverse osmosis system. There are still
many studies related to seawater desalination technology,
and the article does not appear.

Therefore, based on Fluent software, a three-dimensional numerical simulation of the transient characteristics
of the self-designed desalination energy recovery device
is carried out in this paper. Based on the sliding moving
grid technology, the influence of end coverage area and the
number of rows of rotor channels on the pressure energy
exchange efficiency and internal flow characteristics of
desalination energy recovery device were studied.
2. Numerical calculation method
2.1. Physical model
This paper mainly studies the influence of the end cover
covering the rotor area on the flow field characteristics
and pressure energy exchange efficiency in the seawater
desalination energy recovery device. The basic model of the
three-dimensional structure of the energy recovery device
is illustrated in Fig. 1. The length of the upper and lower
end caps is l = 30 mm, and the diameter of the indexing circle is D = 100 mm. The internal flow passages are unified
in the sleeve as the rotor structure of the energy recovery
device. There are different numbers of flow passages inside
the rotor, and the length of the sleeve is L = 300 mm. The
high-pressure inlet and low-pressure outlet, low-pressure
inlet, and high-pressure outlet are located inside the upper
and lower end caps, respectively. It is also called a collecting
tank. The length and diameter are based on the processing
capacity of some islands.
2.2. Mathematical model
In this paper, the CFD method is used to study the internal flow field characteristics and pressure energy exchange
efficiency of the self-designed desalination energy recovery
device. Considering the complexity of the flow field under
high pressure, the turbulence characteristics of the flow and
the incompressibility of the liquid are taken into account. In
order to fit the actual working conditions, a two-fluid model
was used to treat high and low concentration seawater.

Fig. 1. Three-dimensional structure model of seawater desali
nation energy recovery device.
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The mathematical models include continuity equation [19],
momentum equation, standard k-ε two-equation turbulence
model [20,21] and mixture model [22,23].
The governing equations of mixture model mainly
include:
(1) Mixed continuity equation:
∂ρm
+ ∇ ( ρmum ) = 0
∂t

(1)
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where um is the average velocity of the mixed phase; ρm represents the density of the mixed phase; αk is the volume
fraction of the k phase.
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energy exchange efficiency and internal flow characteristics of seawater desalination energy recovery device. On the
basic structure of Fig. 1, this paper designs three types of
energy recovery devices for desalination with a rotor area
coverage structure. The flow channel structure is shown in
Fig. 2. The results that the coverage area of the rotor passage
and the specific structural parameters are listed in Table 1.
Since all three structures adopt a structured computational grid to carry out three-dimensional numerical simulation of the whole flow field, this paper only gives the
grid division of one model structure, as shown in Fig. 3.
2.4. Boundary conditions
Inlet boundary condition setting: velocity inlet. Based
on the actual operating conditions of a desalination plant,
the high pressure and low pressure inlet speed values are
given according to the design flow rate (Q = 55 m3/h).
The flow velocity at the inlet and outlet can be calculated
by the design flow, Q = A × v, v = Q/A; where, Q is the design
flow, A is the section area of the end cover hole, v1, v2, and
v3 are the inlet speeds of three structures, respectively.
v1 = 4.32 m/s, v2 = 5.89 m/s, v3 = 6.07 m/s.
Outlet boundary condition setting: pressure outlet.
According to the actual operation conditions of a desalination plant, the high-pressure outlet pressure value P = 5 Mpa
and the low-pressure outlet pressure value P = 0 Mpa.
Rotor speed: 600–1,600 rpm. Five typical rotational speeds
were selected for the study, namely 600; 800; 1,000; 1,200;
1,400; and 1,600 rpm.

k =1

where n is the number of phases (n = 2); F is the volumetric force; g is the gravitational acceleration; μm is the
mixed viscosity coefficient; udr,k is the drift velocity of the
second phase k, udr,k = uk – um.
(3) k-ε turbulence model:
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Fig. 2. Three rotor channel area covering structure.

(7)

In Eqs. (6) and (7), k and ε represent the turbulent flow
energy and turbulent dissipation rate, respectively; μt is
the turbulent viscosity; C1, C2, σk, and σε are the constants
obtained experimentally. C1 = 1.44, C2 = 1.92, σk = 1.0, σε = 1.3.
2.3. Computing objects and mesh generation
In order to study the influence of end cover covering
rotor area and number of rows of rotor channels on pressure

Table 1
Coverage area and specific structural parameters of the rotor
Ordinal number

a

b

c

Area (mm2)
Channel layer/layer
Outer diameter (mm)
Number of outer holes
Inner diameter (mm)
Number of inner holes

3,534.29
1
30
10
/
/

2,591.81
1
30
10
/
/

2,516.55
2
30
10
18
6
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the impact of gap, the impact of gap on it can be ignored
[11,13,24].
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Pressure energy recovery efficiency
The efficiency of pressure energy recovery and conversion of desalination energy recovery device is an important
goal for scientific researchers and enterprises at home and
abroad to tackle key problems in science and technology.
The current definition of recovery efficiency for energy
recovery devices [5,9] is as follows:

η=

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of model structure meshing para
meters of the rotor.

The speed determines the efficiency of pressure exchange
and the mixing rate when the medium contacts. It is an
important parameter of the rotary pressure exchanger.
The rotor speed varies from 500 to 2,000 rpm according to
the flow rate [24]. However, because the rotating pressure
exchanger is a high-pressure closed vessel, the rotor rotates
in the vessel, in this case, the traditional speed measurement methods are all invalid, so the measurement of the
internal rotor speed of the pressure exchanger is a big difficulty. Therefore, this paper uses the speed range of references to study the performance of the external force driven
energy recovery device.
The high pressure inlet is high concentration brine
(equivalent to high concentration seawater after reverse
osmosis membrane), NaCl concentration is 0.035, density is
1.02478 kg/m3.
The low pressure inlet is low concentration brine
(equivalent to raw seawater), NaCl concentration is 0.018,
density is 1.021342 kg/m3. The calculated temperature is
298 K.
Because there are three structures and multiple rotating speeds in the numerical simulation of the desalination
energy recovery device, in order to make better numerical
comparison, the numerical simulation time step is set to
0.001 s, the iteration calculation is done at 1,000 steps, and
the convergence residual is 10–6. During the calculation,
the pressure and flow on the high-pressure inlet and outlet
sections are monitored dynamically.
The flow is obtained by monitoring the flow on the
end cover section.
By reading the references, the gap between the end
cover and the rotor is 0.01–0.025 mm, which is the most efficient. The gap is very small, this study does not consider

Qhpout × Phpout + Qlpout × Plpout
Phpin × Qhpin + Plpin × Qlpin

(8)

where η represents the pressure energy recovery efficiency
of the seawater desalination energy recovery device; Phpout
and Plpout represent the pressure values of the high pressure and low pressure outlets, respectively, (Pa); Phpin and
Plpin represent the pressure values of the high pressure and
low pressure inlets, respectively, (Pa); Qhpout and Qlpout represent the volume flow values of the high and low pressure
outlets, respectively, (m3/h); Qhpin and Qlpin represent the
flow values of the high pressure and low pressure inlets,
respectively, (m3/h).
The pressure energy recovery efficiency chart of the
desalination energy recovery device is shown in Fig. 4
under three structural forms at different rotating speeds after
the mean treatment. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that under
given design flow rate Q, (1) When rotating speed n = 600–
1,200 rpm, structure a (single layer, area = 3,534.29 mm2) has
the greatest recovery efficiency of pressure energy. That is
to say, the larger the area of end cover covering the rotor
channel, the greater the recovery efficiency of pressure
energy, structure b (single layer, area = 2,591.81 mm2) has the
same trend of pressure energy recovery efficiency as structure a; the pressure energy recovery efficiency of structure
c (double layer, area = 2,516.55 mm2) decreases first and
then increases (2). When the speed is n = 1,200–1,600 rpm,
the pressure energy recovery efficiency of structure a (single layer, area = 3,534.29 mm2) decreases first, then increases
slightly, and finally continues to decrease; there is a large
increasing trend of the pressure energy recovery efficiency
of structure b (single layer, area = 2,591.81 mm2); the pressure energy recovery efficiency of structure c (double layer,
area = 2,516.55 mm2) shows a decreasing trend (3). In the
process of rotational speed n = 1,000–1,600 rpm, the overall
efficiency of structure a (single layer, area = 3,534.29 mm2)
decreases first, then increases and then decreases; structure
b (single layer, area = 2,591.81 mm2), its overall efficiency
decreases first and then increases; the overall efficiency of
structure c (double layer, area = 2,516.55 mm2) is reduced
first, then increased, and then decreased (4). The efficiency of structure a (single layer, area = 3,534.29 mm2)
is the highest when rotational speed n = 600–1,200 rpm.
The change of pressure energy recovery efficiency is only
related to the respective structural design under the three
structural designs, without cross regularity, but there
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Fig. 4. Rotating speed (n)-efficiency (η) under different structures.

are rotating speeds with the same recovery efficiency at
the speed n = 1,200–1,600 rpm. When the rotating speed
n = 1,200 rpm, the pressure energy recovery efficiency of
the three structures changes simultaneously.
Through the above analysis, it can be shown that under
the given design flow, the area of the end cover rotor passage plays an important role in the efficiency of pressure
energy recovery, and the unreasonable coverage area makes
the efficiency of pressure energy recovery very low, which
cannot meet the design requirements. At the same time,
the influence of rotating speed on the efficiency of pressure
energy recovery is not unique, but there is a rotating speed
that does not adapt to the efficiency of energy recovery.
3.2. Pressure field distribution inside the energy recovery device
Through energy recovery efficiency analysis conducted in section 3.1 (Pressure energy recovery efficiency),
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the study found that the effect of rotational speed on the
energy recovery efficiency mainly occurs at the rotor speed
n = 1,200; 1,400 rpm, and n = 1,200 rpm is the lowest efficiency point in the turning point of the energy recovery
efficiency change of the three structural design methods.
Therefore, this paper focuses on the three-dimensional
flow field pressure distribution in the energy recovery
device when the rotor speed is n = 1,200 rpm.
Fig. 5. shows the pressure nephogram distribution
of flow field in the energy recovery device with structure a (single layer, area = 3,534.29 mm2), b (single layer,
area = 2,591.81 mm2), and c (double layer, area = 2,516.55 mm2)
at the same speed, calculation time and design flow rate.
As can be seen from Fig. 5, under given design flow rate,
pressure exchange (that’s pressure energy recovery conversion) is accomplished in structures a, b, and c. High and
low pressures are distributed in the rotor pipes of corresponding high and low pressure energy recovery devices
respectively. Structure c (double layer, area = 2,516.55 mm2)
has a maximum pressure of 5.357 × 106 Pa and a minimum
pressure difference, which indicates that the pressure loss
is the smallest. Therefore, its energy recovery efficiency is
higher than that of structure a and b. This also explains the
reason why the energy recovery efficiency performance
curve is more efficient when rotating speed n = 1,200 rpm.
3.3. Pressure recovery device high pressure inlet and outlet
differential pressure characteristics
In section 3.2 (Pressure field distribution inside the
energy recovery device), this paper analyzes the internal
flow field pressure cloud map distribution of the energy
recovery device under three structural designs. However,
the overall pressure cloud diagram is difficult to explain the
reason why the energy recovery efficiency turns when the
rotor speed changes. Therefore, in order to better analyze
the influence of the structural design on the energy recovery (conversion) efficiency of the energy recovery device.
In this section, the average pressure difference of the high

Fig. 5. Pressure nephogram distribution of flow field in energy recovery device.
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pressure inlet and outlet of the energy recovery unit is
analyzed under three structural design methods.
Fig. 6 is a diagram showing the rotational speed-pressure
difference of the high-pressure inlet and outlet of the
energy recovery device under different structural designs.
As can be seen from Fig. 6, the pressure loss of the high
pressure inlet and outlet is similar to the pressure energy
recovery (conversion) efficiency of the energy recovery
device. At the speed n = 1,200 rpm, the structure b (single
layer, area = 2,591.81 mm2) has the largest pressure loss,
so its efficiency at this speed is the lowest.
At the same time, it can be seen from Fig. 6, that the
pressure difference distribution at the high pressure inlet
and outlet is opposite to the pressure energy recovery
(conversion) efficiency distribution of the energy recovery device. This demonstrates that the greater the pressure
difference between the high pressure inlet and outlet
of the energy recovery device, the lower the efficiency
of pressure energy recovery (conversion). Reducing the
pressure loss at the high pressure inlet and outlet is the
key technology to improve the pressure energy recovery
(conversion) efficiency of the energy recovery device.
3.4. Energy recovery device high pressure inlet and outlet
pressure pulsation
The reliability is related to the pressure fluctuation
in time domain and frequency domain, which has been
analyzed in this paper. With the operation time, the reliability
of the hydrostatic mechanical seal formed by the end cover
and the rotor passage decreases, which is easy to cause static
and dynamic interference, and is not conducive to the stability of the energy recovery device system of desalination.
It is involved in many fields to judge the sealing reliability by
time–frequency characteristics.
Based on the analysis of sections 3.1 (Pressure energy
recovery efficiency) and 3.3 (Pressure recovery device high
pressure inlet and outlet differential pressure characteristics), it can be known that n = 1,200 rpm, and the energy

Fig. 6. Rotating speed (n)-pressure difference (ΔP) under different structure between high pressure inlet and outlet.

recovery efficiency and the pressure difference characteristics of the high-pressure inlet and outlet are severely
changed in the three structural design methods. Therefore,
this paper focuses on the analysis of the pressure pulsation
of the high-pressure inlet and outlet of the energy recovery
device when the rotor speed n = 1,200 rpm.
Fig. 7 is a pressure pulsation time-domain diagram
of the high pressure inlet of the energy recovery device
under different structural design when n = 1,200 rpm.
It can be seen from Fig. 7, that structure c (double layer,
area = 2,516.55 mm2), the inlet pressure has the largest
change with the running time, and the pulsation degree
is the strongest, which indicates that the pressure recovery of the energy recovery device is satisfied. Under the
premise of efficiency, the design method of the structure
c-end cover covering the rotor hole area, the reliability of
the hydrostatic mechanical seal formed by the end cover
and the rotor hole is reduced, which is easy to cause
dynamic and static interference, which is not conducive to

Fig. 7. n = 1,200 rpm, time domain diagram of pressure fluctuation at high pressure inlet under different structures.
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the stability of the seawater desalination energy recovery
device system. The design method of the structure a (single layer, area = 3,534.29 mm2) and the structure b (single
layer, area = 2,591.81 mm2) cover the rotor area, the inlet
pressure has the same trend with the running time, and
the pulsation degree is the smallest. This shows that under
the premise of satisfying the pressure energy recovery efficiency of the energy recovery device, the design method
of covering the rotor area with the end caps of structure a
and b, the hydrostatic mechanical seal of the end cap and
the rotor is strong, and it is not easy to cause dynamic and
static interference. Conducive to the stability of the seawater desalination energy recovery device system. Owing to
the relative movement of the end cap and the rotor of the
energy recovery device, it is necessary to consider the fluid
to form a hydrostatic mechanical seal, and the pressure pulsation should be considered to be the minimum. Therefore,
the design method of the structure a end cover covering the
rotor area is the most excellent design.
Fig. 8. shows the pressure fluctuation spectrum of
the high-pressure inlet of the energy recovery unit under
different structural designs when n = 1,200 rpm.
To investigate the pressure fluctuation spectrum of the
high-pressure inlet of the energy recovery unit under different structural designs, we studied the frequency spectrum
at n = 1,200 rpm, as shown in Fig. 8. As can be seen from
Fig. 8, structure c (double layer, area = 2,516.55 mm2) has the
largest peak value at frequencies of 10 and 20 Hz. Structural
b (single layer, area = 2,591.81 mm2) that the amplitude of
peak value is the second, and the frequency is 20 Hz. Three
kinds of structural design, high pressure inlet pressure
fluctuation spectrum have certain periodicity. Among them,
structure a (single layer, area = 3,534.29 mm2) has the lowest
peak value on the whole, which shows that the end cover
rotor area gets an impact on the stability of the desalination energy recovery device. Reasonable design of the end
cover rotor area of the desalination energy recovery device
can reduce the dynamic and static interference between
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Fig. 8. n = 1,200 rpm, frequency spectrum of pressure fluct
uation at high pressure inlet under different structures.

the end cover and the rotor sealing surface, and improve
the system stability.
Fig. 9 shows the pressure fluctuation time-domain diagram of the high-pressure outlet of the energy recovery
unit under different structural designs when n = 1,200 rpm.
It can be seen from Fig. 9, that the outlet pressure of
structure a (single layer, area = 3,534.29 mm2) has the smallest change amplitude and the strongest pulsation degree
with the operation time, which shows that under the premise of meeting the pressure energy recovery efficiency of the
energy recovery device, the design method of covering the
rotor area with the end cover of structure a has the highest reliability of forming the hydrostatic mechanical seal
between the end cover and the rotor, which is not easy to
cause dynamic and static interference is beneficial to the
stability of the energy recovery system of desalination.
Structure c (double layer, area = 2,516.55 mm2), the change

Fig. 9. n = 1,200 rpm, time domain diagram of pressure fluctuation at high pressure outlet under different structures.
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range of outlet pressure with operation time is still the
largest, and the fluctuation degree is the strongest, which
has the greatest impact on the stability of the desalination energy recovery device system. Although structural b
(single layer, area = 3,534.29 mm2) outlet pressure changes
little with the operation time, the high-pressure outlet
pressure of the desalination energy recovery device is still
quite large, and there is still a high-intensity pulsation.
In conclusion, the design method of covering rotor area
with end cover of structure a is the optimal design among
the three structures.
Fig. 10 is a pressure pulsation spectrum diagram of
the high pressure outlet of the energy recovery device
under different structural designs at n = 1,200 rpm. As
can be seen from Fig. 10, the structure c (double layer,
area = 2,125.55 mm2) has the largest peak amplitude at
frequencies of 10 and 20 Hz. Structure b (single layer,
area = 2,591.81 mm2), followed by the peak amplitude, at
a frequency of 20 Hz. Three kinds of structural design,
high pressure inlet pressure fluctuation spectrum have
certain periodicity. Among them, structure a (single layer,
area = 3,534.29mm2) has the lowest peak amplitude on the
whole, and the amplitude fluctuation at the outlet is particularly small, which again shows that the end cover rotor
area does have an impact on the stability of the desalination
energy recovery device. The reasonable design of the end
cover rotor area of the desalination energy recovery device
can reduce the gap between the end cover and the rotor
sealing surface dynamic and static interference can improve
system stability and pressure energy recovery efficiency.
3.5. Internal concentration distribution of energy recovery unit
Through the analysis of energy recovery efficiency in
section 3.1 (Pressure energy recovery efficiency), it is found
that the effect of rotational speed on energy recovery efficiency mainly occurs at rotor speed n = 1,200; 1,400 rpm,
and n = 1,200 rpm is the lowest efficiency point at the turning point of energy recovery efficiency of three structural
design methods. Therefore, this paper focuses on the analysis of three-dimensional flow field pressure distribution
in the energy recovery device when the rotate speed of the
three structures is n = 1,200 rpm. Based on the analysis in

Fig. 10. n = 1,200 rpm, frequency spectrum of pressure fluctuation at high pressure outlet under different structures.

section 3.4 (Energy recovery device high pressure inlet and
outlet pressure pulsation), we found that the time and frequency domain characteristics of the high-pressure inlet
and outlet pressures of the energy recovery device are
periodic. Therefore, after analyzing the stable operation of
the energy recovery device (the time step = 1 s), the effect
of energy recovery efficiency can be explained by the effect
of concentration on the efficiency of the energy recovery
device when n = 1,200 rpm.
Fig. 11 depicts the concentration distribution of NaCl
in the rotor of the desalination energy recovery unit when
n = 1,200 rpm. From this figure, the desalination energy
recovery device can realize pressure energy exchange
under the three structural design, but the distribution of
high and low concentration brine in the rotor is not the same.
Structural b (single layer, area = 3,534.29mm2) has the longest high concentration brine at a low pressure outlet, which
indicates that the efficiency of the energy recovery device is
related to the flow length of high concentration brine in the
rotor. Combining with Fig. 4, it can be noted that the longer
the flow length, the lower the efficiency.

Fig. 11. Distribution of NaCl concentration in energy recovery device.
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, CFD method is utilized to simulate the
influence of the inner cover of the seawater desalination
energy recovery device on the flow field characteristics and
the pressure energy exchange efficiency under the three
structural design. The results show that given the design
flow rate Q, the influence of structural design form on
pressure energy transfer is mainly as follows:

[4]

•

[6]

•

•

•

The area of the end cover rotor plays an important role in
the efficiency of pressure energy recovery. Unreasonable
coverage area makes the efficiency of pressure energy
recovery very low, which can not meet the design
requirements. At the same time, the influence of rotating
speed on the efficiency of pressure energy recovery is not
unique, but there is a rotating speed that does not adapt
to the efficiency of energy recovery. The greater the pressure difference between the high pressure inlet and outlet of the energy recovery device, the lower the efficiency
of pressure energy recovery (conversion). Reducing the
pressure loss at the high pressure inlet and outlet is the
key technology to improve the pressure energy recovery
(conversion) efficiency of the energy recovery device.
There is relative movement between the end cover and
the rotor of the energy recovery device, so it is necessary
to consider the formation of hydrostatic mechanical seal
with fluid. Through the analysis of the time-domain and
frequency-domain characteristics of the pressure fluctuation at the high-pressure inlet and outlet, the design
method of structure a (single layer, area = 3,534.29 mm2)
and end cover covering the rotor area can reduce the
static and dynamic interference between the end cover
and the rotor sealing surface, improve the system stability and the efficiency of pressure energy recovery, which
is the optimal design among the three structures.
Under the three structural designs, the desalination
energy recovery device can achieve pressure energy
exchange, but the distribution of high and low concentration brine in the rotor channel is not the same.
The efficiency of the energy recovery device is related
to the flow length of high concentration brine in the
rotor channel. The longer the flow length, the lower the
efficiency.
This characteristic occurs at n = 1,200 rpm, which
shows that model c has a beneficial effect at this speed,
but the speed is not the optimal model as a whole. Three
models are selected to study the influence of the rotor
area covered by the end cover on the energy recovery
device. Through research and analysis, type c has the
worst shortcomings and is not suitable for engineering
application, which is also the conclusion of this numerical simulation study.
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